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Requirements

Figure 1: High level summary of AIREO TDS specification.
Requirements for the AIREO Training DataSet (TDS) specification V0 are that it:
• Adheres to FAIR principles:
– Findable: metadata and data should be easy to find for both humans and computers
- each dataset should be both legally findable and technically shareable or shared
– Accessible: metadata should be accessible even if data is not and should be retrievable
using standardised communications protocols
– Interoperable: metadata use a formal, accessible, shared and applicable language
with vocabularies that follow FAIR principles - follows community accepted metadata
standards
– Re-usable: metadata and data should be well-described so that they can be replicated
and/or combined in different settings – they should be richly described, released with
a clear and accessible data usage license, associated with detailed provenance and
meet domain-relevant community standards
• Specifies that licensing rights to the entire AIREO TDS should be clear at catalogue level
• Has the flexibility to accommodate any EO and ML file formats, including raster and
vector data, through use of a JSON STAC1 -compatible complement to the AIREO TDS
• Specifies that the full processing chain for the AIREO TDS should be documented, including data source, software or tools used, and all processing steps necessary to reconstruct
the AIREO TDS
• Specifies the minimum level of quality assurance to provide, and a level of quality information to aspire to. Quality assurance indicators which can be computed automatically
are proposed, to minimise the burden to the dataset creator
• Introduces the concept of TDS Compliance Levels, e.g. Level 0 to 3 depending on the
quality of underlying data and metadata completeness
• Specifies the granularity of data at the collection level, dataset level, and measurement
level
• Accommodates the ability to split an AIREO TDS and download only a subset
1

SpatioTemporal Asset Catalog
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Applicability of V0

This specification applies to AI-Ready EO Training DataSets (TDS). Ideally, an AIREO TDS is
self-contained and at a minimum is comprised of target variable data (pairs of labels/annotations,
also referred to as dependent or Y variables), but may also include the EO predictive features
(also referred to as independent or X variables), which may be data in the form of imagery or
other EO derived features (figure 2). This dataset should also include metadata as specified in
section 4 and in the accompanying spreadsheet, following the AIREO JSON schema.
An AIREO TDS allows a user to train their AI model without any extra data, which does
not preclude the addition of external data to aid training.

Figure 2:
High level diagram showing the relationship of Predictive Features and Target
Variables in the context of training a machine learning model and making predictions from a
trained model.
The aim is for the AIREO specification to be applicable to all levels of predictive feature
data and to other target variable types. The purpose of the V0 specification is to generate
feedback on the content and requirements from the community to ensure a more useful and
relevant V1 specification, and the focus has been on a limited number of datasets. Examples
of the implementation of the specification are provided in the AIREO pilot datasets, which are
accessible through the AIREO Jupyter notebooks.
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Data Model

The AIREO data model is a virtual dataset composed of EO Predictive Features (single band,
time series, averaged weekly NearIR values, etc) and Reference datasets (annotated polygon,
field measurement of Leaf Area Index, etc), with a mapping between the components on a
common grid and/or timescale. Variables and data in the data model should use a controlled
vocabulary and a glossary is provided in Annex 1 of this specification for this purpose. A
common coordinate system (ReferenceableGrid) and time coordinate (where relevant) should
be used for both the EO data and label data.
To ensure re-usability of a TDS, the provenance and processing history of a dataset should
be recorded with the data. Any additional algorithm steps that may be have been applied to
the source data are to be provided as “feature recipes”, in XML format, similar to the SNAP
(Sentinel Application Platform) Graph Processing Tool (GPT) or the GDAL Virtual Format
(VRT) model. A strong recommendation of this specification is that all information required to
reproduce a particular TDS be contained within the metadata and/or documentation, including
precise feature recipes (in metadata) and factors used in making decisions about data filtering
or processing (in documentation). Data provenance is included in V0 as an additional optional
metadata element.
For the V1 specification we will investigate the limits of VRT feature recipes, such as complex
time series reductions (with provenance, etc).

Figure 3: The SpatioTemporal Asset Catalog (STAC) implementation of the data model.
The specification uses the concept of application profiles, which are used to organise the
metadata for each part of the dataset. Each TDS is comprised of a number of profiles, depending
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on the content of the dataset. An application profile is a subset of the dataset, defining metadata
and element constraints relevant to the application. The primary profiles are the CoreElements,
which is common to all datasets, GeoReferencedEOImage(or Data or Datacube) which refer
to the input EO data, and the ReferenceData (or AnnotatedData) which refers to labelled or
annotated data. A user can discover which profiles are contained within an AIREO TDS by
querying the CoreElements application profile. The CoreElements profile defines the additional
profiles present in the TDS and hence what additional data and metadata is present to be read
in the TDS.
So for example, an AIREO TDS containing a geo-referenced image and a set of annotations
will follow the CoreElements application profile, the GeoreferencedEOImage profile and the
AnnotatedImage profile. The ’Profiles’ metadata element of the CoreElement profile will contain
the elements [’GeoreferencedEOImage’, ’AnnotatedImage’].
The AIREO pilot datasets which accompany this specification for illustration purposes contain the following profiles:
• Biomass: [CoreElements, ReferenceData, GeoreferencedEOImage]
• Sea Ice: [CoreElements, ReferenceData, GeoreferencedEOImage, GeoreferencedEODataCube]
• CAP: [CoreElements, GeoreferencedEOImage, GeoreferencedEOData]
• SpaceNet7: [CoreElements, ReferenceData, AnnotatedImage, GeoreferencedEOImage]
If an AIREO TDS contains L0 or L1 EO feature data, a different profile will apply and
different metadata and standards will be expected. Future work may include application to L0
datasets, with ML models being trained to handle calibration, instrumentation bias, etc. but
profiles for such datasets will not be defined at this stage.
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Critical Metadata Elements

This section and the associated spreadsheet describe the essential and the desired AIREO metadata products. The metadata elements presented here are based on both STAC and OGC
standards, with the aim of using widely accepted existing standards rather than creating new
ones. STAC metadata may apply to all elements (files/datasets) in the catalogue. On the other
hand, OGC elements are used to describe EO metadata specifically.
The profiles defined here correspond to planned STAC vendor extensions. In the V1 specification, we will examine whether further STAC extensions are required, eg. to add point-data
(single measurement levels). It is expected that the AIREO API will make the metadata consistent between levels - e.g. if all files/datasets in a given collection have the same license, if no
license is specified for the collection, it will be the license of the underlying datasets, otherwise no
license metadata is provided for the collection. Note that this may not be possible for catalogs
that are dynamic. Similarly if no “source” is given for a dataset, the source is inherited from
the catalog/collection layer.

CoreElements
This block contains general metadata at catalog/collection level based on the STAC common
elements (for more information, please see annex AIREO specification v0 Metadata.xls, tab
CoreElements). This is required for all profiles. The ’Profiles’ element defines which of the
following metadata profiles are valid for the dataset. Global quality indicators are included
here, which may be implemented by checking on relevant metadata in each profile.

ReferenceData
This profile defines metadata for the machine learning Reference data items. Based on the
STAC definition, an Item is considered a GeoJSON element augmented by foreign members
not described in the specification. An Item contains the core metadata that allows any user
to search catalogs of spatial ’assets’. This includes quality metadata (defined in Section 6)
documentation and basic data descriptors. The recommended metadata elements aim to provide
relevant information which is key to understanding a TDS. Some of this relevant information
is coordinate reference system (CRS), provenance, processing history, TDS type and reference
footprint data.
For more information, please see annex AIREO specification v0 Metadata.xls, tab ReferenceData.

AnnotatedImage
This profile contains all metadata for AnnotatedImage Items. It is based on the INSPIRE data
specification for Land Cover. For more information, please see annex AIREO specification v0
Metadata.xls, tab AnnotatedImage.

GeoreferencedEOImage
This profile contains all metadata for Items with a GeoreferencedEOImage profile. For more
information, please see annex AIREO specification v0 Metadata.xls, tab GeoreferencedEOImage.
The OGC approach2 is to index EO metadata by using “eop:”. “eop:” is the schema that
includes all the common metadata for EO products derived from satellite-based remote sensing,
with <eop: EarthObservation> as the root of the “eop” schema.
2

https://docs.opengeospatial.org/is/10-157r4/10-157r4.html#22
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GeoreferencedEOData
This profile is applicable to vector data. (for more information, please see annex AIREO specification v0 Metadata.xls, tab GeoreferencedEOData)

GeoreferencedEODatacube
This profile is applicable to a timeseries or stack of data which has been co-aligned to form a
datacube. For more information, please see annex AIREO specification v0 Metadata.xls, tab
GeoreferencedEODatacube.

AIREO Quality Indicators
As described in Section 6, a number of Quality Indicators (QI) are defined for each profile and for
the dataset as a whole (in CoreElements). The QI have been proposed at a high level, with user
input required to define certain indicators, depending on the dataset and intended application.

AIREO Compliance Level
In this version of the AIREO Specification, the concept of Compliance Levels is being introduced
as a means of indicating the completeness of a particular TDS. Level 1 contains all required
metadata, these are defined as information necessary for a user to manipulate the data. A level
2 dataset includes all required and recommended metadata, where the recommended metadata
provide additional information which allow the user to assess the quality of the data, such as the
AIREO quality indicators, and descriptions of collection methods, pre-processing and cleaning
techniques used. At level 3, all AIREO metadata are included, required, recommended and
optional and the dataset is considered to be complete and fully documented.
The metadata elements labelled as ’Required’, ’Recommended’ and ’Optional’ are open for
discussion. While fully documented datasets are the goal, a balance has to be struck with dataset
creators to ensure that the burden imposed by that documentation is realistic.
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Documentation

The AIREO TDS documentation is based on two references: ’The Recommendations on Dataset
Documentation’ from the About ML project, and ‘Datasheet for Datasets’ by Gebru et. al.,
which suggests adding a human readable document that explains various aspects of the datasets
namely, the motivation, collection and preprocessing procedures, etc. We extend it to incorporate some ML related aspects like example definition, dataset split (described in table below),
etc. and include some widely accepted norms in EO like feature recipes. The proposal is to
include various aspects of the documentation as entries in the STAC catalog. This makes the
documentation both machine and human readable, as the latter could be automatically generated by selecting the relevant STAC catalog entries. As the current STAC core system and
extensions do not cover the fields needed for the AIREO TDS documentation we will propose a
new AIREO TDS STAC extension for this purpose.
Table 1 below lists various aspects of the AIREO TDS to be included in the documentation.
The field names are those which will be used for STAC entries along with their types. They are
inspired from various sections of the paper ‘Datasheets for Datasets’ mentioned in the leftmost
column. Whether these fields can be added from basic STAC metadata or need to be entered
manually is mentioned under the column heading source.
V1 of the specification will supplement this table with references to standards where applicable, to enable where possible that the metadata is machine-readable.
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Field Name
Purpose

Type
String

Task

String

Creators

String

Funding Info

String

Collection Mechanism

String

Motivation

Data Collection

Description
Describes the goal of the AIREO TDS. If
possible, include a specific task/problem the
dataset was created for.
Machine readable task description - ML task
the TDS was created for, eg. semantic classification, regression, object detection, etc.
Describe the data creator (which team, research group) and on behalf of which entity
(e.g., company, institution, organization) the
data was created.
Mention who funded the creation of the
dataset. If possible provide the name of the
grantor and the grant name and number.
Describes the procedures to collect the
datasets (the predictive features and their
corresponding reference data). The collection mechanisms for each asset - e.g. reference data such as field measurements, EO
data such as Sentinel-1 weekly coherence
time series,etc. will be described separately.
If possible describe:

Source
Manually added

From the Provider field of basic metadata.
Add more if necessary.

Manually added

Mechanisms and procedures manually added
Who was involved can be taken from the
Provider field of basic metadata.

AIREO Training Datasets (AO/3-16408/20/I/NB)

DataSheet Section

• what mechanisms or procedures were
used to collect the data.
• who was involved in the data collection
process.
DEL-03 (v0.6)
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String

Collection time gap

String

Data
Cleaning/Preprocessing

String

Describe over what timeframe the data was
collected (The period over which the data
was collected as opposed to created as described by STAC metadata). Does this timeframe match the creation timeframe of the
predictive features and their corresponding
reference data? If not, please describe these
differences.
Describe the time gap between collection of
the EO and target data. This could be the
difference between the acquisition of SAR
sentinel-1 at X-time, and the collection of
a field measurement at time X+3 hour time.
Describes how the preprocessing/cleaning
was done on the data set. Describes if
some data instances were filtered out of the
raw dataset and the rationale behind them
(reasoning behind data preprocessing steps
is valuable information and can also be included here). If possible mention the software(s) used in the preprocessing/cleaning
process of the data and provide a link or feature recipe.

Extract creation information from the time
period related fields in STAC metadata.

Extract creation information from the time
period related fields in STAC metadata and
perform the calculation.

Link to feature recipe if available and/or free
form description, manually added.

AIREO Training Datasets (AO/3-16408/20/I/NB)
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Collection Period
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Composition

Example Definition

Dataset Split

Manually added

Manually added

Manually added
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Propose Describes all the predictive features and refa new erence data that compose an AIREO TDS
schema and their corresponding data types (models
after the Fields schema of the Kaggle dataset
metadata) . It might be necessary to include
the definitions of new data types. For example, if a land cover classification dataset is
used, all land cover categories will be listed
with a short description of each, e.g. ‘urban
green areas include parks and playgrounds in
cities’. Pre-existing controlled vocabularies
will be used and referenced wherever possible (eg. LULC Land cover labels)
String
Define what is an individual training example (instance) in the AIREO TDS. Describes
the input predictive features and reference
data of one example.
String
Recommended Train/Validation/Test split
and the rationale behind them. As the exact items from an ML perspective might vary
with the data user (e.g. data may be large
sentinel images which an ML user will divide
into smaller images of 256x256 pixels) therefore, instead of supplying the exact split the
insights useful for test/train splits can also
be shared here. This includes information
about class imbalance, if there is any overlapping data or others as deemed necessary
by the dataset creator.

AIREO Training Datasets (AO/3-16408/20/I/NB)

Fields schema

String

Distribution

String

Describe if the dataset has all the data
needed in it, or it relies/points to external
resources. If it is the latter, provide descriptions of all external resources and any restrictions associated with them, as well as
links or other access points, as appropriate. If possible include the following information: a) are there guarantees that they
will exist, and remain constant, over time;
b) are there official archival versions of the
complete dataset (i.e., including the external resources as they existed at the time the
dataset was created); c) are there any restrictions (e.g., licenses, fees) associated with any
of the external resources that might apply to
a future user?
Describe how the dataset will be distributed.
Where it will be hosted and other distribution info can be extracted from the license.
Table 1: Datasheet Table

Manually added

Manually added.

AIREO Training Datasets (AO/3-16408/20/I/NB)
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Quality Indicators

The specification defines a set of quality indicators to be included with an AIREO TDS. Table
2 lists these quality indicators, divided into categories: data quality dimensions - accuracy,
completeness, consistency, as well as quality indicators specific for EO and ML. In addition the
specification includes FAIRness indicators that can be used to check if a dataset adheres to the
different elements of the FAIR principles.
Some quality indicators can be calculated automatically (derived from the data and metadata
of an AIREO TDS), while others need to be provided by the data creators. The specification
designates some quality indicators as recommended to be provided with an AIREO TDS, ie.
required to achieve Level 2 compliance. Other quality indicators are categorized as ’optional’
metadata for an AIREO TDS, and can be used to assess if a dataset reaches Level 3 compliance.
References: Automating Large-Scale Data Quality Verification
TDs Quality
dimensions
Accuracy

Attribute for quality indicator
Outliers,
data
alignment,
labelling

Semantic

• Check the presence of
outliers
• Check spatial and temporal alignment of Predictive Features and
Reference Data

Automated/Human
computed
• Human computed
• Human computed
• Human computed

• Check inaccurate labelling.
Completeness

Schema/metadata,
population,
column, interlinking

• Check for missing values
• Check schema completeness( there are no
relevant classes and
properties not represented in the schema)

• Automated
• Automated
• Automated
• Automated

• Check data size against
schema.
• Check
class
balances/distribution for
outliers, and classes
for under represented
classes.
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Time, statistics
• Check
tency

time

consis-

• Check
important
statistics that are
relevant to the EO
dataset.
EO Specific

Metadata consistency/ completeness,
pixel-level
and granule-level
QI

• Check if minimum
metadata is provided
for any specified profile
(eg, CRS info). Existing automated tools
for this (e.g. CMOR3 )
will be investigated

• Human computed
• Human computed

• Automated
• Automated

• Pixel-level
and
granule-level
QI
should be reported if
available in the EO
data
ML specific

train/val/test split
Imbalance, distribution

• Check if information
about train/valid/test
split included

• Automated
• Automated

• Check class imbalance/target distribution
FAIRness indicator
Over-all quality level

Check whether the AIREO
TDS adhere to the FAIR
principles
Check the ML readiness level
of an AIREO TDS by calculating the percentage of
“nice to have” metadata that
are provided with an AIREO
TDS
Table 2: Quality Indicators Table

Partially Automated

Automated

Additional elements for class balance, feature distribution statistics, and mechanisms for
identifying outliers will be included in V1. Additional criteria will be added for FAIRness of
datasets.
3

E.g. CMOR ( https://pcmdi.github.io/cmor-site/ ), ESG tools which validate NetCDF files against a
JSON-encoded metadata specification.
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Appendices
Appendix A

Glossary

OGC Glossary: https://www.ogc.org/ogc/glossary
https://www.coe.int/en/web/artificial-intelligence/glossary
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/bbm%3A978-3-319-94878-2%2F1.pdf
AI

AI Model

AI-Ready (AIREO)

Analysis Ready Data
(ARD)

Application profile

4

AI is intelligence exhibited by machines that can observe, perceive
and act upon their environment to maximize their chance of success
at some goal. It refers to the capacity of an algorithm for assimilating information to perform tasks that are characteristic of human
intelligence, such as recognizing objects and sounds, contextualizing language, learning from the environment, and problem solving.
Currently, AI systems in development today remain mainly ”optimizing” tools, operating as specialized expert systems that use
a database of knowledge to make decisions (mainly through inference, not really ”Intelligence”). Researchers are however working
on a ”strong” AI where machines can perform the full range of
human cognitive capabilities. Within this report, the term ”AI”
will therefore be used as a generic term to mainly refer to Machine
Learning adapted to work with geospatial data.
A model is a mathematical and machine readable representation
of a “problem space” generated by algorithms processing training
data that is representative of this problem space. A model can then
be used to make predictions based on some input data.
The goal is to make problems and applications encountered in Earth
Observation accessible to a much wider community of users, including especially people with backgrounds in artificial intelligence,
machine learning, computer science or applied mathematics. This
involves removing any obstacles related to the pre-processing of EO
data into an ARD format and making it technically accessible so
that the data can be easily incorporated into development environments.
Refers to EO data that has been processed to a level that allows
the direct utilization of the data in analytic operations such as
time series analysis. The exact specification of what constitutes
these relevant pre-processing steps is to a certain degree user and
application dependent. CEOS provides specifications of ARD for
Radar backscatter, surface reflectance and surface temperature data
in the context of land applications.4
A set of elements, metadata, data model and controlled vocabularies that a given AIREO TDS follows. A number of profiles
may apply to a given AIREO TDS: eg. CoreElements, GeoreferencedEOImage and ReferenceData

http://ceos.org/ard
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Benchmark dataset

Controlled Vocabulary

CRS
Data model

Documentation

EO
eop
FAIR data principles

Feature
Recipe

5
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The term benchmarking is used in machine learning (ML) to refer
to the evaluation and comparison of ML methods regarding their
ability to learn patterns in ‘benchmark’ datasets that have been applied as ‘standards’. Benchmarking could be thought of simply as a
sanity check to confirm that a new method successfully runs as expected and can reliably find simple patterns that existing methods
are known to identify [1]. A more rigorous way to view benchmarking is as an approach to identify the respective strengths and
weaknesses of a given methodology in contrast with others. Comparisons could be made over a range of evaluation metrics, e.g.,
power to detect signal, prediction accuracy, computational complexity, and model interpretability. This approach to benchmarking
would be important for demonstrating new methodological abilities
or simply to guide the selection of an appropriate ML method for
a given problem.
A benchmark dataset is a reference dataset that is widely considered to be of good quality in covering sufficiently all parts of the
“problem space”, to the extent that it can be used to evaluate the
performance of different models and all that these can be measured
against one another.
A controlled vocabulary is a carefully selected list of words and
phrases. This is done to avoid ambiguity and enable automation,
such as automated consistency checking.
Coordinate Reference System.
An abstraction of the real world which incorporates only those properties thought to be relevant to the application at hand. The data
model would normally define specific groups of entities, and their
attributes and the relationships between these entities.
Documentation as used here refers to human readable information
about the dataset, used to present general information about the
dataset, such as how it was generated, how it should be used and
who is responsible for maintaining it.
Earth Observation
Description of metadata common to satellite-based or remotely
sensed EO products.
In 2016, the ”FAIR Guiding Principles for scientific data management and stewardship” were published in Scientific Data. The authors intended to provide guidelines to improve the Findability, Accessibility, Interoperability, and Reuse of digital assets. The principles emphasise machine-actionability (i.e., the capacity of computational systems to find, access, interoperate, and reuse data with
none or minimal human intervention) because humans increasingly
rely on computational support to deal with data as a result of the
increase in volume, complexity, and creation speed of data5 .
Set of processes involved in creation, extraction and selection of
predictive features, including tools and software used.

https://www.go-fair.org/fair-principles/
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Machine Learning (ML)

Metadata
Metadata Schema
Predictive Features

Processing history
Profile

Provenance

Raster data
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Members not described in the specification (”foreign members”)
may be used in a GeoJSON document. The support for foreign
members can vary across different implementations, and no normative processing model for foreign members is defined. Accordingly,
implementations that rely too heavily on the use of foreign members
might experience reduced interoperability with other implementations6 .
ML is a branch of AI which uses algorithms to develop models
based on data and human interactions (e.g. supervision). These
models can then be used to make predictions. The data-based
models generated by ML algorithms can also be interpreted as an
organisation/structure in the data space, thus uncovering unknown
properties and patterns: this process is known as data mining (i.e.
discovery of unknown properties and patterns). ML relies on a
wide variety of algorithms (supervised and unsupervised), ranging
from simple Symbolic Regression, Neural Network, decision tree,
Support Vector Machine (SVM), up to genetic programming and
ensemble methods such as random forest.
Data about data or service. Documentation of the data or service,
typically specified with a controlled vocabulary
(syntactic) schema that describes metadata, allowing for it to be
checked for correctness.
Predictive Features are variables that compose the data input of a
machine learning (ML) model. In ML, it is typically referred to as
input variables or dependent variables. In the context of EO these
can be the pixel values of different spectral bands in optical data
or the values of backscatter coefficients in different polarisations
for SAR data. Moreover, EO features can also be derived from
different derived variables, such as vegetation indexes (NDVI ) or
HH polarization ratios. The process of using domain knowledge to
extract features suitable for training a ML model from raw input
data is termed feature engineering.
Set of processes applied to source data to achieve the current version
of a dataset, including tools and software used.
A collection of standards, with parameters, options, classes, or subsets, necessary for building a complete computer system, application, or function. An implementation case of a more general standard or set of standards.
The provenance of a data item includes information about the processes and source data items that lead to its creation and current
representation.
The representation of spatial data as a matrix of valued cells.

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc7946#section-6
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Also referred to as Label Data or Target Data in the Machine
Learning context, Reference Data is a set of measurements that
accurately describe a phenomenon of interest, to be predicted as
the output of a ML model. Other names for reference data in the
context of EO include ground truth data or Calibration/Validation
data. The reference data for a given problem in EO should describe
fully all the possible values in the “problem space”. Reference data
can come from a wide range of sources including in-situ measurements, interpreted EO very high resolution imagery, IoT devices
and others.
Acquisition of data about aspects of the Earth-Ocean-Atmosphere
System using sensors at a distance
Splittable is a desirable property of an AIREO TDS data format.
A splittable file format allows the access of smaller fragments of a
AIREO TDS from a central AIREO TDS without the need to pull
the entirety of the AIREO TDS.
The machine learning task of learning a function that maps predictive features to reference data based on example features-reference
pairs. In supervised learning, each example is a pair consisting of
a feature and a desired reference data value . A supervised learning algorithm analyzes the training data and produces an inferred
function, which can be used for mapping new examples.
Training is the process of identifying ideal parameters of an AI
model using a AIREO TDS.
A TDS is self contained and includes pairs of labels/annotations as
well as the EO and/or other input data, whether this is data in the
form of imagery or alphanumeric data. Once a user has an AIREO
TDS they should be able to train their AI model without any extra
data, this does not mean a user could not add external data to aid
training.
In the train/test split practice, it is the part of the AIREO TDS
which has been set aside to train the ML model. As opposed to
a test or validation set the parameters of the model are updated
using this data.
To evaluate how the trained model performs in reality we need
to test it on previously unseen data, therefore a test set of AIREO
TDS is the data that isn’t in the training or validation set. It should
be reflective of the distribution of the data expected in reality and
various scores pertaining to the accuracy of the model are measured
on this set.
The validation set of the AIREO TDS is used to evaluate model performance during training, it is also used to choose hyperparameters
of the model. A separate validation set ensures that the evaluation is unbiased as the same validation set is used at each training
iteration.
A representation of the spatial extent of geographic features using geometric elements such as points, polylines and polygons in a
coordinate space
Table 3: Glossary of Terms
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